Diffractive diffusers (phase gratings) are routinely used for homogenizing and beam shaping for laser beam applications. Another use for diffractive diffusers is in the reduction of speckle for pico-projection systems. While diffusers are unable to completely eliminate speckle they can be utilized to decrease the resultant contrast to provide a more visually acceptable image. Research has been conducted to quantify and measure the diffusers overall ability in speckle reduction. A theoretical Fourier optics model is used to provide the diffuser's stationary and in-motion performance in terms of the resultant contrast level. Contrast measurements of two diffractive diffusers are calculated theoretically and compared with experimental results. Having a working theoretical model to accurately predict the performance of the diffractive diffuser allows for the verification of new diffuser designs specifically for pico-projection system applications.
Introduction
The observance of speckle in laser images is caused by the interference of the coherent source. Diffusers reduce speckle by decreasing the temporal and spatial coherence of the source. A diffuser has multiple cells each with different phase values. By rotating or vibrating the diffuser over a discrete time period the phase levels alter the coherence, thereby reducing the speckle contrast. The time-averaging of the speckle must occur over a discrete time smaller than the integration time of the human eye. Preceding investigations into the reduction of speckle contrast using rotational diffusers are well known and have had limited success [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The criterion for an effective diffuser is based on the calculation of the speckle contrast. Equation (1) gives the contrast, calculated by the standard deviation divided by the average intensity. (1) Figure 1 shows an example of a binary diffuser that is currently being used for reducing speckle in laser projections systems and will be discussed in detail later. This specific diffuser has circular symmetry for rotation purposes.
Theory and Model
This diffuser is modeled as a single scattering phase screen, written in the form of a transmission aperture, given by Equation (2) [6] . Figure 2(a) illustrates the placement of the diffuser in line with the initial beam and followed by the imaging screen in the (x, y) plane which has the varying phase pattern across the diffuser surface as shown in Figure 3 .
The simulation will revolve around mimicking the operation of two distinct diffuser types: binary and grayscale. The binary diffuser is based on a hadamard matrix and thus contains only two distinct phase level sections. This generates sharp edges in the output image. The grayscale diffuser takes advantage of 64 discrete phase levels creating a smoother granular profile [7] . Both types are designed to reduce the visual degradation Each diffuser is composed of individual cells replicated across the surface as demonstrated in Figure 2 (b). The binary diffuser's unit cell is an order 16 Hadamard matrix while each Grayscale unit cell is a random organization of the 64 phase levels. These two unit cells are approximations of the physical diffusers that were used for experimental measurements but are not exact due to proprietary information. Equation (3) demonstrates the linear size limitation given this array size and a z depth of 2 × 10 4 pixels. Every individual phase element will consist of 25 pixels for each diffuser model. The minimum phase element size is 2.8 pixels for accurate sampling. This has been increased to be arranged evenly and symmetrically across the diffuser surface [8, 9] . A distance mapping along the optical axis can be characterized along the z-axis. Every square pixel is related to a physical length by 2.5 µm. This mapping can be established for the propagation axis, z. This framing scale is maintained for all arrays unless distinctly noted on the axis of the image.
For the discrete version, ∆x is the linear phase element size, λ is the wavelength, z is the propagation distance in pixels and L represents the total physical side length of the array. The output from the aperture can be found by using a Fourier approximation for distance propagation such as the Fresnel equation [10] . Treating the mathematical computation as a linear system allows the separation of code to flow freely with the functional partitions. The system can be broken up into multiple parts as well based on the needs of the simulation. In this instance it is helpful to separate the Fourier optics propagation and the diffuser rotational program from the individual diffuser models allowing the diffuser models to be interchanged without rewriting large amounts of the simulation.
The initial beam is considered to be a collimated monochromatic Gaussian beam, as demonstrated in Figure 4 , which is defined as [11] 
where the position (a, b) is the center of the Gaussian beam, is the beam waist, and  ,      represents the physical size divided by the number of pixels in each direction. The laser wave front will be the size reference from which the rest of the simulation is measured. The xy-plane is the plane of incidence of the wave-front. The Gaussian beam is propagated through the diffuser in two steps. First the wave is multiplied by the transmission aperture, A adding a phase displacement to the initial beam. The output of this calculation, shown in Equation (5), represents the field directly after the diffuser [12] . 
The second part involves the Fourier propagation of onto the (x, y) image plane. This is accomplished through the Fresnel approximation of the Rayleigh-Sommerfield equation [8, 13] . The Fresnel approximationis given in Equation (6) where  is the wavelength, is the wavenumber, is the propagation distance along the optical axis and
is the aperture plane. The wavelength, once again, is chosen to be 535 nm, representing a generic green laser diode as well as the center wavelength of the visible spectrum.
The final field image cannot be generated too close to the diffuser without causing quadratic errors in the exponential component. Using previous values for the diffuser aperture size and imaging array size, 1600 and 2000 pixels respectively, a proximity limit of 4500 pixels is calculated using Equation (7). This is considered the near-field region of measurement [13] . While the Fresnel integral does work in the far-field, the loss of image clarity due to beam expansion makes it less convenient to use and the model will refrain from approaching that region, defined by Equation (8) [13] .
The final section of the simulation involves the rotation of the diffuser and the modeling of a camera or capture device. Using previous data, the diffuser can be sufficiently operated at 60 (+/−0.5) revolutions per second [3] . In addition, the camera will operate at 30 Hz, to mimic the eye's refresh rate or sampling time of around 23 frames per second [14] . To accomplish this the diffuser array will be rotated prior to propagation of the field   OPJ 0.01 degrees to 60 degrees. The resolution of the various images was compared against one another until the individual noise parameters were indistinguishable. This is the degree resolution from which the simulation will be completed. With the degree resolution defined at 0.75 the total number of images integrated to create a single frame is 480. Comparing the speed of the diffuser at 60 Hz to the camera integration speed of 30 Hz it is identified that 2 rotations are completed for every single image frame. This will require at least 144,000 distinct images to represent a 10 second video capture.
Results
Calculations were made for the speckle contrast of stationary and moving diffuser images using Equation (1). The images for the stationary diffusers are shown below in Figures 5(a) and (b) for the binary and grayscale versions, respectively. The central spot of the diffuser is the zero-order diffractive mode. Most diffractive optical elements will consist of some form of zero-order mode and is considered to be the DC portion of the element. An optimum diffuser will minimize this zero-order and smooth out the overall output profile of the speckle. The first order of the element contains the majority of the incident power, 90% (+/−5%) as measured experimentally, as well as the highest speckle reductive properties. The speckle contrast is calculated for this first order spot of the diffuser image. The binary version has a contrast of 0.76 and the grayscale version has a contrast value of 0.74. These values correspond to data taken from intensity images of the simulation. Close up versions of the central order of the diffuser image are shown in Figures 6(a) and (b) . This is the physical representation of a focused image from the diffuser. They are 300 × 300 pixel array snapshots of the total diffuser image from above. This can be directly compared with bench top experiments taken using binary and grayscale diffusers with a 532 nm DPSS laser [3] . The camera used for the physical experiments had a 480 × 640 pixel array. The stationary, focused diffuser images are shown in Figures 6(c) and (d) . The contrast values for the bench top experiment are 0.77 for the binary diffuser and 0.68 for the grayscale version. The contrast values themselves are accurate to within 10%. The images themselves, however, are not as comparable. The simulated versions have a more rigid structure while the bench top images are more fluid and organic, specifically related to the binary diffuser image. It is believed that this is a result of the inputs for the creation of the individual diffusers. The contrast results alone do provide enough accuracy for the simulation to be acceptable.
The simulation is finished by creating rotating variations of the diffuser patterns and propagating them onto Figures 7(a) and (b) . The calculated contrast values for the binary and grayscale images are 0.297 and 0.276, respectively. The contrast values found in the ench top experiments were b binary and 0.14 for the grayscale versions. This relates to a contrast difference of around 10% -13% contrast reduction between simulation and actual results.
The current version of this model focuses on a singlescattering approach [4] . While this approach provides a close approximation it does not fully agree with the physical diffuser scattering profile. This will be the main concentration for future work with the project. It is also assumed that a single polarization is incident on the diffusers and that the diffusers are polarization maintaining. Previous research showed that the polarization incident on the diffuser did not have an impact on the final contrast results [3] . This is an approximation that can be changed in the simulation to ensure the theoretical and experimental results match up. The simulation is still a good approximation as it does keep the contrast reduction rate between stationary and rotational the same at around 50% speckle decrease. This allows the simulation to become a useful tool for preliminary design work with theoretical diffuser shapes. with a coherent Gaussian source. All contrast values were measured without subtracting the Gaussian beam difference in the speckle. While uniform illumination speckle statistics are generally considered proper, it is by no means correct as standard laser diodes will have som sort of Gaussian shell and speckle created from such on model and comparisons were made between uniform e any a diode will have statistics correlating to the Gaussian laser beam. Verification was completed using the simulati illumination and a Gaussian source. Minor differences can be seen within Figure 6 but the primary result of the Gaussian illumination is the slight spreading of the speckle pattern and lower intensity within the center. Based on the speckle numbers this result is trivial and evens out across the final image plane, as demonstrated through Figures 8(a) and (b) .
RGB Integration
In order to make full use of this model for a projector system more than one color must be combined for an image. Most diffusers are created for a single wavelength and errors result from using polychromatic light or multiple wavelengths. This problem will need to be solved before full implementation of diffusers into pico-projectors can be accomplished. In addition, integration of mul tiple colors in its own th diffusers.
to a single image can be difficult on due to the variation in the human eye's perception of colors [15] . Simulation will help to reduce problems in e creation and testing of multi-waveleng th Beginning experiments were conducted to measure the wavelength dependence of the diffuser designs. The diffuser arrays were tested at wavelengths 635 and 450 nm to compare with the 535 nm beam results. The three wavelengths individual images for the grayscale diffuser simulation are shown in Figures 9(a)-(c) . All three wavelength simulations were completed at the same distance from the diffuser along the optical axis. The obvious comparison between them is the expansion of the overall wave front. Speckle contrast measurements were taken for the central order of the diffuser. The contrast for the 450 nm image is 0.711 and is 0.65 for the 635 nm image.
The simulated images also allow the ability to combine the three wavelengths together into a single RGB image. Figure 9(d) illustrates this process and shows how the three distinct grayscale speckle patterns overlay onto one another. Current speckle calculations do not allow for 3 dimensional measurements and thus any calculation would simply be an average of the results for reach individual wavelength. In this case such an average gives a speckle contrast of 0.70 for the simulated grayscale diffuser. Also the colored images had to be normalized based on the visual response of the eye. Otherwise, the colors would appear out of sync and any speckle measurements would not align with visual representation of the speckle image [16] . A new measurement protocol will be needed to fully realize the speckle reduction ability of a diffuser design. Current investigations have led to comparisons between correlation times of diffusers and their resultant speckle contrast. 
Conclusion
A working mathematical model was developed to model diffractive diffusers for s le reduction in imaging projection syst was ve by comparing the results to experimental measured values for two distinct diffusers. The diffusers modeled have been shown to have contrast values ranging from 65% -77% and are accurate to within 10% of experiment sults. Having the ability to perform multi-waveleng analysis of diffractive diffuser performance has also been shown with the model and verified with experim results. The model will be used to aid in the design and performance of various diffractive diffuser designs for speckle reduction applicati ns. This work provides th ability to quick ns so 
